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Richard 11._Stanley
President, The Stanley Foundation

a

OPENING REMARKS

Richard H. Stanley
President, The Stanley Foundation

Welcome to the Stanley Foundation's 27th Strategy for Peace
Conference. We are pleased to have assembled such a distin-
guished group of participants for our discussion topics. Some of
you are veterans of past Stanley Foundation conferences, but
many of you are new.

Each year we select four t9)ics for discussion at this conference.
We seek issues which are timely and important and which might
benefit from forward-looking consideration aimed at develop-
ing policies for their effective management. We encourage our
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Opening Conference Session

discussion chairs_ to press participants in the direction of surfac-
ing creative policy suggestions._ The reports Of our discussions
are circulated widely to encourage careful consideration of the
ideas presented.

We do not look for a unifying theme in selecting the topics. How-
ever, as I look over thiS year's subjects; I think there is one
characteristic common to all of theiri. In each case it seems to me
that the United Sthtes has been eXecuting policies which have been
moderately successful but which are baSed on broad assumptions
that may no longer be valid. In some cases the aSsumptions are
dated. In others they are based on a view of circumstances which is
too limited or overly simplistic.

For example, in the Pacific region the United States has largely
assumed that our alliance relationships and military power make
the Pacific a secure zone where we have been p,reeminent and ex-
pect to remain so. In Mexico, we have atSumed our domination,
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espedally economic, and tended to take the stability of their
political structure and their close ties with the United States for
granted. The nonproliferation regime has generally been assumed
to be in place, working adequately, and not in need of a great deal of
attention, especially since it is one area of arms control where we
seem to have _common ground with the Soviets; Finally, the weak-
ness of the Soviet economy is a situation we have generally
regarded as somethinswe could take advantage of if we chose to do
so. As if to prove the point; recent speculation regardins the Soviets
assumes Mr. Gorbachev is seekilig arms control with the United
States primarily to free military fundS for domestic economic needs.

Certainly, you who are experts in these subjects have a wide and
deep appredation for the intricades and hnportance of these issues;
But my sense is that the general public and the political leadership
of this nation have become so attached to the broad assumptions
that they often pay little attention to the details of what is soins on
in these areas. Consequendy, they fail to consider the validity of
long-held assumptions.

Search for Simplicity
Executing a foreign policy for this nation is a massive undertak-

ing. We have interests all over the world. We are a pluralistic
democracy with many voices striving to be heard and have influ-
ence. Our people, and too often our political leadership, are not
sufficiently well informed on foreign policy matters. We have a low
tolerance for ambiguity, and we tend to think too often in terms of
immediate answers rather than long-term progress. And these fac-
tors lead us to cast our public foreign policy discussions into
contexts which are overly simplistic.

For example, we tend to force fit most foreign policy issues into a
narrow, bipolar world view centeredon the United States and Sovi-
et Union; In dealing with other nations we tend to see inddents or
actions in win-lose, zero-sum terms. Positive-sum opportunitiesare
too often missed because of this. Similarly, we tend to oversimplify
the world by categorizing nations as 'friends" or 'enemies. Appre-
ciation or even respect for the individual perspectives and
circumstances of other nations, especially Third World nations, is
often crowded aside by this categorization. Unfortunately, these
tendencies become greatly accent iated when an issue draws na-
tional media attention and evokes response from high-level
political leaders.

Misapplying Power
The consequence of me overly simplistic respons,-, is that we too

often use our substantial power clumsily, resulting in short-term
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actions which are contrary to our long-term interests. All too often I
am reminded of Barbara TuChman's book, The March af Folly, in
which she inquires into the hittorical phenomenon of 'the pursuit
by governments of policies contrary to their own interests" despite
recognizing that such action is counterproductive and that feasible
alternatives exist. Our use of militarypower in Vietnam wrote a re-
grettable chapter in our history; The outcome of the current proxy
war in Nicaragua is yet to be seen, but it is hard to foretee a desir-
able outcome.

Similarly;_ our use of economic power has often had onantid-
pated consequences: We embargoed grain sales to the Soviet Union
and sent them to purchase elsewhere, permanently damaging our
export stratesy. Through the International Monetary Fund we have
pressured Mexico iritO adopting an economic:austerity program. I
will leave it to the ekperti here to assess the long-term contequences
of this strategy, but I sense that we did not fully take irito account
the immigration or trade contequences of this action.

Our political performance in dealing with other nations; which
should be one of our strengths; is too often inadequate. Again, espe-cially in tfines of crisis, we gravitate toward politically popular
expressions of moral outrage and an almost spiritual belief in our
preconceived ideaS abOut the situation. We do far too little creative
policy planning. This i5 a recurringtheme from past conferencepar=ticipants. But even whet profetsiOnal assessments of a situation
have been made, they are too often overlooked. Long-term interestsare forgotten. It is what Ms. "l'achman would refer to as wooden-
headedness, or the failure ina given situation to be deflected by the
facts; She notes that thit nation is "epitomized in a historian't ttate.=ment about Philip II of Spain, the surpassing wooden-head of all
Sovereigns: 'No experience of the failure of his policy could shake
hit belief iri its essential excellence.'"

Soviet Mis:Alttilations
In a sense, we are fortunate that the Soviet Union is no moreadept at functioning in this complex world that are we. Theyhave shown themselves to be every bit as clumsy and certainly

more brutish. IneptitUde and rigidity have cost them influence in
important nationt like China and Egypt and have bogged them
down in Afghanistan. They repeatedly miscalculate interna:-
tional response to actiont tuth as the deployment of SS-20mitsiles in Europe several years ago and the recent arrest of
Nicholas Daniloff. At times Mikhail Gorbachev shows signs of a



new sophistication, but there has not yet been time to fully assess
his impact on Soviet foreign policy.

Soviet deficiencies, however, are no cause forms to be sanguine
about our own. Besides our misadventure in Vietnam, we have
bungled badly in countries ranging from Cuba and Nicaragua to
Angola. We used military force in Grenada and Libya; drawing
popular domestic _support but a far less enthusiastic international
response. Just as the Soviets misread us, we inisread them as well.
Witness early US miscalculation and reaction to the Chernobyl dis-
aster and the apparent failure to anticipate Soviet response to the
arrest of Gennady Zakharov.

The Discussion Groups
There are problems in each of the areas covered by our discussion

groups that arise from dated or inadequate assumptions. During the
next two days you will be exploring the nature of those problems
and analyzing them.

Our concept of security in the Pacific is based on antiquated
and neglected alliance relationships which are increasingly being
called into questiom There are security problems which cut
across the whole region and specific areas of concern unique to
certain countries. Our relations throughout the region are cer-
tainly changing.

Economic instability in Mexico has become so acute that the fu-
ture of the political regime has been called into question. How big
an influence can and should we have on Mexico's economic and
political future? What are the consequences for the United States in
the wide range of options we might employ?

On the surface it might appear that because it has been many
years since a new member has joined the nuclear weapons club, the
nonproliferation regime is solid: But we are all aware of the activi-
ties of several problem nations that have not forsworn their right to
develop weapons. The problem grows chronically worse in India
and Pakistan, and recently there have been published reports of Is-
raeli nuclear weapons stockpiles: Likewise, the progress on arms
control casts a worrisome shadow. Lark of results from the Rekjavik
summit underscores the lack of progress in reversing vertical prolif-
eration which is also supposed to be a central' part of the
nonproliferation regime.

Finally, it still seems clear that the Soviet economy is weak. Will
Gorbachev's new policies strengthen it? Is it in our interest to see it
strengthened or weakened? How much can our policies affect the
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outcome? Are there positive-sum alternatives, especially through
armS control, which will benefit both the Soviets and ourselves?

US Values
The preSente of difficult foreign policy questions and issues is

normal. YOU- who are experts in the topics cif thiS conference know
this well. Perhaps more than most, you are disturbed when profeS:
Sional analysis is ignored, simplistic approaches form the basis of
policy actions, and long-term considerations are sacrifized by
politicized short-term reaction.

The immediate challenge for you is to determine what policieS
should be employed to meet the critical problems we face and to
consider how to most effectively implement these policies. In doing
so, however; you cannot ignore the need for theSe policieS to gain
national acceptance.

The American people have a deeply imbedded desire fora secure
peace with freedom and justice. But patience and an appreciation
for comple,dty is_not a part ofour national makeup. ThuS, the long-
term challeage for all of us is to develop the US political culture
toward greater tolerance for ambiguity and greater appreciation for
long-term consequences. In_the foreign policy arena we need to
stop assuming that the Soviets are behind every adVerSe develbp-
Ment. We need to stop seeing relations with other nations in
adversarial, zero-sum terms. We need to learn to appreciate the nu-
ances of different situations,and we need to be able to maintain
flexibility in executing our policies. We need good policy option§
and, concurrently, a political dialogue that makes a virtue, not a
vice; out of the complexity of living hi modem times.
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Rapporteur: Robert A. Manning
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Terry L Deibel
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Stan Heirthotham
Stephen T. Hosrner
Paul M. Kattenburg

Discussion Report:

Introduction

Allert_n_Kitcheris
Paul H. Kreisberg
Robert Martin
Stephen Morris
Don Oberdorfer
Alan D. Romberg
Peter Samuel

In the period since the Vietnam debacle, ASIA haS beccime a re-
gion of increasing US importance and involvement The Pacific
Basin has become the most dynamic economic area in the world
with the United States and japan alone accounting for one-third of
the world's total GNP and 53 percent of total banking assets. In the
1980s trans-Pacific trade has eXteeded trade across the Atlantic
However, East Asia's economic success has generated a new crop of
problems and challenges as well as heightened its strategic impor-
tance. At the same time that Asia has become the focus. Of
burgeoning superpower rivalry, the United States' role is steadily
being altered. This is in part a result of the political and economic
maturity of nations in the region and the great flux and ferment
among the Pacific countries.

Formal post-World War II multilateral alliances in AMA, Such as
the Southeast ASia Treaty_Organization (SEATO) and the Central
Treaty Organization (CENTO)haVe long been dissolved. The secu-
rity pact between Australia, New Zealand, and the United States
(ANZUS) and even US bilateral security tieS tO the Philippineshave
question marks hanging over them. At present US power prOjection
capabilities (in the Indian and Pacific Oceans) and strategy of con=
tainment are based on a loosely knit US global strategic network
comprised of a collection of bilateral treatiesfor example, Japan,
South Korea; Philippinesand informal undeittandings, such as
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(ASEAN), and in Southwest Asia.

The discussion examined problems; trends, and threats affecting
the security of the region, what_posture_the United States has or is
perceived to have, and how the United States might respond to un-
folding realities in Asia. The remainder of the discussion explored
five areas: East Asia's leadership/transition crisis reflecting
generational change; new Soviet initiatives in ASia; nuclear issues
and the globalization of ASian policy; the impact of trade and eco-
nomic issues on security in the Pacific; and regional strife.

At present the United States has in place_the structures essential
to the well-being of itself and its partners. The pattern of trade and
investment in the Pacific Basin largely complements the securiV
aligrunents of the region. The United States is still the predominant
force in the Pacific. But the very success of many Asian staies=
japan, China, the newly industrialized counies (NICs) (South
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong Singapore), and the ASEAN blochas
fostered a new pluralism, a trend toward increasing multipolaritv
whkh US policy must take into account. Participants felt that the
political and strategic environment rules out futiire formal multilat-
eral security pacts.

In some cases; formal alliances beyond those now in existence
may be inappropriate and counterproductive. Panelists felt that a
more sophiSticated approach involving multiple policy instruments
may best attain the US objectives of maintaining maritime access;
containing Soviet influence, promotinginterdependent economic
growth, and encouraging democracy. The United States associa-
tive relationship with ASEAN was cited as an example of a
forward-looldng framework for regional partnership: US-ASEAN
ties are not primarily military, though there are bilateral security ties
with the individual countries. ASEAN allows the United States a
low profile political role and provides a framework for addressing
regional issues:

Leadership/Transition Crisis
Generational change in the Padfic was viewed as raising_a num-

ber of challenges for the United States: In the Philippines; for
example, some 50_percent of the population is under twenty and
knows the United States as a supporter of ousted dictator Ferdinand
Marcos and not as a liberator from Japanese occupation as did their
parents: The new prosperity, rapid urbanization, and other hall-
marks _of modernization particularly in East Asian NICs, such as
South Korea and Taiwan, have gwen rise to pressures for democra-
tization challenging authoritarian rule. In a host of Asian countries
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older generation of authoritarian rulersare in various stages ot tran=
sition to an uncertain future after decades of unchallenged power.
Both North and South Korea and pcitentially Indonesia were
viewed as facing possibly explosive conflicts, which in the caSe of
the twO Koreas would have dangerous implications for the great
powers in the region.

The panelists felt that one of the prime Challenge§ for the United
States in the Pacifk is related to the fact that the US perceptiOn Of
the Soviet threat differs from that held by Asian nation& While the
United States has a globalist view Of the Soiriet threat in the Pacific,
the nations of the region tend to_perceive the SoVieta in relation to
direct, country-specific threats _to themselves. The result is a trend
toward a_moral equivalence of both superpowers. This neutralist
trend is manifested in the antinuclear mcivement gaining currency
in the South Padfic_ASEAN has called fora Zone Of Peace Freedom
and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) as have the nations grouped in the South
Pacific Forum.Thepanelists also cited opposition to French nuclear
testing in the region and New Zealand'S recent poSture aS indicative
of antinuclear sentiment reflecting a moral equivalence betWeen
the superpowers.

Some panelists pointed to other factors contributing to the moral
equivalency trend. These include theperception Of raMpant protec-
tionism in the United States threatening Asian states and concern
about the emergence of China as a major regional power. Such
views of country-specc threats mitigate regional perceptions _of
the growing Soviet _presence as something of mOre Concern to the
United States and China than as a direct threat to the region as a
whole. Some conferees attributed this phenomenon to the emer-
gence of the post-World War II generatidn, cithera to a political
trend exploited by leftists and the Soviet Union, and soMe felt it is in
part due to a fragmented US approach _to the region. Thegroup felt
that lack of direct exposure to the United States was also a factor
and recommended a major educational effOrt to underScore the dif-
ferenteS in the US and Soviet roles.

SOViOt lititiatives in Asia
_ The group strongly agreed that Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev's July 28; Vladivostok speech marked a bold new ap-
proach in Moscow's policy towards Asia as a whole, extending an
olive branch to the entire Pacific Basin. The new policy appears to
be an effort to strengthen the SovietS bargainingposition in demili-
tarizing the region, to norntalize relations with China, to improve
ties tO Japan, to drive a wedge between the United States and its
partners m the region, and to becOme an economic participant in
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well be irreversible and may require the United States toadopt less
of a zero-sum view of the Soviets in the Pacific BasM. The panel
agreed that the Soviet Union, North Korea, and Vietnam continue
to pose serious security challenges, but the Soviets new activism
means Moscow can be expected to play a more sophisticated role
than it has in the past,If _the new Soviet policy develops into major
initiatives such as a full-fledged Sino-Soviet detente, a Soviet with-
drawal from and resolution of the Afghan conflict, or territorial
concessions towards Japan, such moves -might pose serious chal-
lenges to the USTosture in Asia: However, no such developments
appear close to realization in the foreseeable future. Participants
agreed that thus far Asian countries have been skeptical of the new
Soviet initiatives, though receptive to economic prospects. In regard
to China, the Soviets have made the most serious overturep, offer-
ing_ a territorial concession on the Ussuri River border and the
removal of troops from Mongolia. The panel felt that the Soviet
Union seeks to reduce its main regional security threattheir forty-
three hundred-mile border with China. The group agreed that
Sino-Soviet reconciliation is a protracted, incremental process; that
it is unclear what price Moscow is prepared to pay to achieve it; and
that a lessening of Sino-Soviet tensions does not harm US interests.
But a Sino-Soviet reconciliation resulting in Soviet troops
redeployed to Europe would be of serious concern to the United
States.

In re_gard to Japan; the group agreed; the Soviets have not made
any concrete gestures but rather are probing for a means to improve
Soviet-Japanese _relations. The group felt that Moscow seeks_ Japa-
nese capital, technology, and management expertise as well as a
new image. The group expressed concern that a Soviet overture
which included the return of all or some of the northern islands
claimed by Tokyo could dramatically alter Soviet-Japanese rela-
tions and have a negative impact on US-Japanese ties.

The perceptions by the Padfic nations of a moral equivalence be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union has been reinforced
by Gorbachev's 'charm offensive' in the Pacific. This includes pro-
posals to demilitarize the area, even hinting at Soviet withdrawal
from Vietnam's Cam Ranh Bay if the United States abandoned its
Philippine bases. This also belies the asymmetry in the US and So-
viet postures in the region. The Soviets have few econondc or
cultural iies to the region and little force projection capability out-
side Soviet territory: In contrast, the United States has longbeen the
dominant mililary power in the Pacific as well as being the major
trading partner of many of the countrieF, in the Pacific Basin.
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pate in the economic life of the Pacific for economic or political
reasons. The Soviets do appear to be offering a market to the
ASEAN states and others, as well as building economic ties_ to
China, and may seek to import consumer goods in exchange for Sa-
viet capital goods. US protectionism could work to accelerate Soviet
economic involvement in the Pacific. The Oariel felt Soviet econom-
ic moves in regard to the Pacific were an aSpect Of the economic
reforins and global competitiveness sought by Gorbachev.

Nuclear Issues and the Globalitaticin of Akan Policy
StVit Mitiatives in Asia also reflect a globalization of 'Wan

issueseconomic as well as strategic---7that_must be increasingly
factored into US policy towards the region. The antinuclear senti-
ment in the Pacific which Gorbachev's initiativeS Seek to exploit are
part of the same political fabric as the neutralist tends in Europe. In
regard to arms control, participants felt that Gorbachev is seeking to
undercut the United States strategic posture in the Pacific and also
gain both nuclear and conventional arms reduction. AnnS control
has increasingly acqmred an Asian dimension with tbe deployment
of some one hundred sixty_ SS-20s east of the Urals. In response to
the Soviet buildup, what can be characterized AS an Asian position
on arinS control has emerged. What began with Japan's vocaloppo7
sition to a separate Euromissile agreement has gained the backing
of China and others and has been incorporated inta the US position
of linking Intermediate Nuclear ForcefINF) cutS in Europe to cuts in
Asia. The panel agreed that a zero-option nuclear accord (elinlinat-
ing all European-based nuclear missiles) would leave Japan feeling
vulnerable and that Soviet strategic defense SySterns could neutral-
iie the Chinese nuclear deterrent: Thegroup did dte a difference in
the effectS Of the INF position on Asia from Europe, wiiere the
Western alliance faces a conventional disadvantage.

The panel agreed that nuclearTroblems in ASia require a more
SophiSticated US approach and that any Soviet suctesi iS depend-
ent on US mistakes. The bilateral security pacts that work in East
Asia do not work in Southeast Asia. Solite of the panel pointed to
the conflict with New Zealand, suggesting that w hile the United
States feared the global demonstration effect, forcing the iSsue may
have created a perception in the region of a large power bullying a
small one. Similarly; if not sending nuclear shipS to New_Zealand or
to Subic Bay does not effect US strategic requirementS, the political
benefits af not doing so might outweigh any disadvantages.

ECohomic/Foreign Policy altd US Sectikity
Thevaup emphasized that the lack of coordinationbetWeen for-

eign and trade policies has a serious, negative impact on US security
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Mterests in the Facitic Soviet lishing agreements with South racmc
island states, which the group felt were politically motivated, are
largely the result of the influence of the US tuna-fishing lobby on
Congress. Similarly; unfair trade Tracfices towards Australia and
the perception_of protectionism amongASEAN states contribute to
views of moral equivalence providing Soviet opportunities. At the
same time, the panel agreed that future US trade opportunities lie
more in the Pacific Basin than in Europe or Latin America and that
enhancing trade and investments in the region contributes to the
overall US posture in ASia. The group expressed the fear that the in-
fluence of special interest lobbies in specific sectorsfor example,
sugar; rice; textiles, wheatin forthcoming election years may
heighten protectionist sentiment in the Congress.

In regard to Japan, which the group agreed is the single most im-
portant bilateral relationship the United States has in Asia;
perceived linkage between trade and Japan's defense role may lead
to strains in the relationship. The group feared a misconception
particularly in Congressabout Japan's defense role and the
relation of trade policy to security interests. Japan has thus far met
its mid-term defense requirements to fulfill agreed-upon roles and
missions of defending air and sea lanes out to one thousand miles
Significantly, there is a growing domestic consensus in Japan in
favor of such efforts which Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone has
helped foster.

The panel felt that misconceptions of the causes of the US
trade deficit with Japan are a_source of tension in US-Japan rela-
tions. While The panel felt US pressure for more market access
was appropriate, synchronizing the respective US and Japanese
mix of fiscal and monetary policiespazticularly reducing the
US budget deficitand greater_US expertise and language skills
in regard to Japan are considered vital. Converting Japanese capi-
tal surpluses into both foreign aid to ameliorate the Third World
debtproblem and increased public spending and consumption in
Japan_were viewed as key to future stability. The panel also felt
the US overemphasis on trade or security issues could undermine
the overall relationship.

Regional Instabilities
The panel also discussed specific regional instabilities

Kampuchea/Vietnam, Philippines, Korean Peninsula, and
Taiwan/Chinaand their impact on US policy.

Kampuchea/Vietnam
The group was divided in regard to several issues concerning the
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Icampuchea/ Vietnam conflict. The group agreed that Vietnam's
objective was to consolidate hegemony in Indochina and that Sovi-
et supTort for Hanoi appears to quid pro quo for bases at Cam Ranh
Bay, Danang, and Kompongson in Kampuchea; The group disa,
greed on what the most productive US course might be. There was
also division on whether L diplomatic initiatives could loosen
Soviet-Vietnamese ties. Some questioned the efficacy of the current
US position of backing ASEAN in suipporting the Khmer
noncommunist exigence. Some in the group felt increased US sup-
port for a Khmer 'Third FOrce could improve those factions'
position. The communist Khmer Rouge is engaged in the over-
whelming majority of the fighting againg the Vietnamete
occupation. Some in thegroup argued that the US choice iS between
a Vietnamese communist-dominated Kampuchea or a Khmer
communist-dominated Kampuchea.

Some in the group felt a US diplomatic presence in Hanoi and
Phnom Penh could aid in resolving the conflict. Others felt any
such move would be viewed as capitulatiom There was agreement
that any steps towards normalization require resolvMg the POW/
MIA issue, but some felt no steps should be taken until Vietnam
withdraws its troops from Kampuchea, Some felt that a new more
pragmatic, technocratic Vietnamese leadership is emerging which
is more amendable tO compromising on Kampuchea as the price
for obtaining Western trade, inVestment, and aid. Some partici,.
pants thought the current US posture encouraged an enhanced
Chinese position in Southeast Asia that could prove counterpro-
ductive; The group agreed that diminishing SOViet-VietriarneSe
ties are a long-term US objective but was divided on hoW tO at-
complish such a goaL

Philippines
The group expressed grave concern over the situation in the Phil-

ippines in regard to the long-term Stability of the Aquino
government and the future of the US military baSeS there. gome M
the group felt that in eiaht months with no trarigitiori period, the
economic policies, IMF accord; and new constitution are serious ac-
complishments; However, the group agreed that the communist
insurgency continues to grow and that ultimately the issue is not
whether to wage a_ military campaign against the insurgency but
rather Aquino's ability to implement radical reforms to remove the
sources of popular support for the Communist Party of the Philip-
pines and itS military Wing, the New Peoples Army (CPP/NPA).
The group agreed that if Aquino fails, it will set in motion a psycho-
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logical process polarizing the country, strengthening the left, and
devastating US interests.

Th e. key to long-term stability is the implementafion of policies
bringing services, land reform; and opprtunities i.o the rural areas.
Aquino's credibility could aid in some mechanism for popular mo-
bilization to accomplish these goals, possibly through the Catholic
Church and/or mobilizing youth. The group noted that the CPP/
NPA, traditionally without any foreign support, is beginning to
look outward; this could provide_opportunities for Soviet influence
in the long term. The group felt US policy may be too complacent
and that the United States should begin subtly to encotrage reform
policies. The upsurge in Filipino nationalism is not necessarily anti-
American. But the grbup felt that the United States should begin
exploring ways of regionali2ing the baSe§ within the context of
ASEAN to accommodate nationaLst sentiment. The bases serve US
security interests and Philippine econoirac interests; a low:profile
US effort to explain itS poSition and the effect of the alternatives on
Filipinos may be advisable.

Korean Peninsula
The group agreed that the United States- appears to be under-

estimating the_gravity of thc situation in South Korea. The conflict
between the Chun regime and a growing and increasingly radical
opposition has stalemated the move toward a democrafic transi-
fion. However, the panel was divided on how the United States
Should encourage the strengthening of democratic institutions,
though there waS agreement that the United States should strongly
identify with such efforts. There wa S. concern that North Korea
might seek to exploit civil strife in the South. The wide percepticin of
the United States as identified with the Chun regime complicates
the prospectS Of Washington's influencing both sides towards
compromise, but anti-Americanism reMains confined largely to the
Student-activist minority. The democratic trend was viewed ag
product of rapid urbanization and the emergence of a new middle
class seeking greater liberties and political participation. Sume in
the group felt the United States might ease North=South tenSiOns by
fostering dialogue and opening economic ties with Pyongyang.

China/TaiWari
The panel agreed that China and Taiwan pose serious Questions

for US policy but waS divided on the issue of US-China military ties:
The reality of a LS-China-Japan triangillar alignment, although an
informal alliance, is a historically unique situation. US-Japan Secu-
rity tiet were recognized as the anchor of the US strategic pmition in
East Asia, with coordination increasing substantially, The group felt
that arms sales to Taiwan, in light of the AiignSt 1982 joint commu-
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nique with Peking; looms as a disruptive issue in US-China rela-
tions. There was agreement that good relations with China and
support for its economic modernization is in the United States' in:
terest. China's unprecedented integration mto the world financial
and political systems is a factor for stability, moving Peking increas-
ingly toward becoming a status quo power: Some in the group felt,
however, that the long-term implications of military and high-
technology cooperation require more careful consideration. China
is primarily a passive srrategk asset for the United States whose
long-term direction is uncertain. There was disagreement on what
the limits of hi-tech and military ties should be: Some in the group
feared the emergence over the next fifty years of a Sino-Japanese
power bloc that might conflict with US objectives.

Conclusions
The Unitect States is facmg a period of major flux and ferment in

the Pacific. The regional perception of the United States, moral
equivalence blurring the distinction between the United States and
the Soviet Union, is a growing problem. Thereis a need to refine US
interestS, incorporating economic issues into the definitionoi secu-
riqr, and to begin better coordinating econoimc policy and foreign
policy. Additionally, in order to achieve lonkterm goals, an effort
must be made to reach out to a new generation to explain US objec-
tives. With regard to more specific issues, the following received
special attention:

In light of the major shift in Soviet policy toward the Pacific, the
United States should take the opportuniv to refine its policy to
accommodate a new pluralism, a multipolarity, in the region.
Deterring Soviet goals requires better management of the loose
coalition of alliances and quasi-alliances.
In re_gard to the Philippines, US policy should encourage dy-
namic social policies to avoid a paralysis of the Aquinb
government and foster an environment able to undercut the in-
surgency. Additionally, consideration should be given to
multilateralization of the US bases in ihe ASEAN context.
Given the existence of a major flash point in the Korean Penin-
sula and the speldal relations between Washington and Seoul, a
more activist US stance to promote democratic institutions
would help stabilize Northeast Asia.
In Indochina; current US policy does not appear to be facilitat-
ing & resolution of the conflict, but the complexities of the
situation render it difficult to devise a formula to resolve and re-
duce Soviet influence in the region.
Regarding Japan, establishing a symmetry of economic and
security ties in the_US perception of Japan and recognizing the
acceleration of US:Japan strategic ties while independently
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addressing trade problems are critical to a stable future partner-
Ship.
US-China pOlicy needs to be balanced against_policy toward
other actors in the region and long-term prospects_assessing the
limits_of the confluence c i interests between the United States
and China.

Taken together, _theSe specific conclusions reiterate the need to
view the Pacific in_more comprehensivQ terins, avoiding a frag-
thented approach in which policies in one area fail to take into
account the dynamics of anotzien
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Introduction
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Vladimir G. Trettil
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_ Mikhail Gorbachev, iri his secondyear as general secretary of the
Communist party of the Soviet Union, has set out to radically re-form the economy, He seeks to mode-it-die the entire Soviet
economy, drathafically improving economic perforniance and cre-ating an economic system whose performance would comparefavorably with the remainder of the industrialized world. This is,for Gorbachev and the remainder of the %Viet leadership, a matterof_pride. It iS alio a necessity arising from an int-tea-Singly sophisti-cated technical challenge from the United Statessymbolized byPreSident Ronald Reagan's proposal for a US Strategic Defense Ini-tiative (SDI) and from the need to addrF!sS the inereasingly diverse

needs of the Sbviet populafion:

The likely succeSs of Gorbachev's_efforts has_poteritially impor-tant implications for the United States. Reform in the Soviet
economy CoUld_generate pressures for political pluralism; a long:.term goal for US policy, From that point of vieW, the United_States
might wish to do What it could to speed the process along. On theother hand, eorbachev's preoccupation with the enormous chal-lenge Of radical reform is a potentially iniportant incentive forreaching an acCommodation with Washingtbil Oh a broad range ofissues to obtain a "breathing space" permitting a focus On dOmestic
isSues. The United States might be able to use that incentive tb Con-clude agreenients with the Soviet Union oti a broad range of issues,most ribtably arms controL
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Group discussion began with an analysis of Gorbachev's sb ategy
for dealing with his economk _problems. The likely economic and
political consequences of Gorbachev'spolicies were addressed. The
sessions concluded with an analysis of US interest in the outcome
of this reform process and the implications for US policy.

Economic Problems and the Need for Reform
The need for economic reform lies in the fact that over the last fif-

teen years economic growth has slowed considerably in the Soviet
Union. The average growth rate of the gross national product
(GNP) has fallen from an annual rate of around 5_percent in the
1960s t, 3percent in the first half of the 1970s; falling even farther
to only a little over 2 percent in thelatter 1970s. DurMg the first half
of the 1980s,growth has exceeded 2 percent in only two of the first
five years, which has led some analysts to speak of the virtual stag-
nation of the Soviet economy.

Moreover, the Soviet economy is plagued with generally low
quality technology and goods. There are persistent imbalances in
the system. Labor productivity is low. There has been and contin-
ues to be a tremendous waste of resource and labor inputs.

Gorbachev is also faced with a number of objective conditions
over which he has little control. The labor force is barely gwing
and labor inputs cannot be mobilized to increase growth. Diminish-
ing returns which accompany a maturing economy contribute to
declining capital productivities, a process exacerbated by the shift
eastward in search of additional raw materials and fuels.

Gorbachev wishes to reverse the decline in growth rates, return-
ing in the 1990s to the 5 percent rates of the 1960s, while at the
same time reducing imbalances in the economy and dramatically
improving the quality of goods and services. The group agreed that
Gorbachev regards economic reform as a necessary prerequisite, al-
though not the only prerequisitejor accornpliShing such dramatic
improvements in performance. The discussion of his approach to
reforms began with an effort to sketch out his vision of the re-
formed system. The group then considered how far Gorbachev has
progressed to date in realizing that vision.

Gorbachev's Vision: What He Hopes to Accomplish
Gorbachev reflect a general consensus in theSoviet Union when

he characterizes the Brezhnev years as a period during which the
center began to lose control over the system. H vtion for the re-
formed system clearly includes revitalized central control over the
general operation of the economy, enabling the party to better
shape the development of the economy. Some in the group felt that
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goal was the sum total of his vision, that he wag Seeking to moder-nize the central planning system without truly reforming it.
Others discerned _a ,much more radical vision in Gorbachev's

public statements; suggestMg a system in which the center controls
only the key macro variables while relatively independent and
unregulated economic units compete with each other to Satisfy cus7
tomers. Thus while such advocates see the centralizing portion of
his vision-, they see much more: a socialiSt economy where individ-
ual initiative plays a far greater role than it doeS today. Which of
these Vigibns more accurately represents Gorbachev'S intentions for
the economy may never be resolved. As a practical matter, the moreimportant issue is what Gorbachev iS actually doing, or is able to do.

GorbacheteS EConomic Strategy
Four primary factors were identified as important sources of evi-

dence to determine the general secretary'S strategy: investment
vending, legislation and decrees, personnel appointments, andplan data.

In addition to distinguishing between centralizing and decentral-i2ing trends in the economic reform program, one must also
differentiate between long-term and short-term Strategies. There
was agreement_that, in the short term, Gorbachev has clearly opted
for a quick boost to the economy through what he calls 'the human
factor"administrative reorganization, personnel changes, acrackdOwn on alcoholism, strengthening worker discipline, and
giving enterprise directors the right to reward hard work. One
participant noted that Gorbachev has not moved against the social
Security system which underlies Soviet Society. Instead, Gorbachev
seeing tci be Saying that workers who do not Work hard Will be able
to get by, but those who produce good products and Work hard will
be financially rewarded.

The group next focusedon the long-term iSSues of legislation and
reorganization in the economT Major pieces of legislation to date
include the dilution of monopoly power by foreign trade organiza-
tions over imports and exports ofmanufactured goods;_ thegranting
of greater autonomy to enterprises while directing ministries to stayout of their daily affairs; the decision to place all Of light industry on
a self-financing basis starting January 1; 1987; the adoption ofnewpenalties for speculators operating in ihe so-called '"second econo-my"; the expansion of the coJpe;ative netWork; and thesanctioningof individual labor activity in the service sector. Important reorgani-zations which were noted include the creation of a new biuro tosupervise the eleven civilian machine,building ministries. Bureaus
Supervising the fuel and construction industries have also been es-
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tabliShed. A new Commission for Foreign Economic RelationS Will
supervise all foreign trading and financial activities, andcreatiOn Of
a Num for transportation is likely. Inaddition, a -superministry" has
been established out of the ministries which oversaw
agro-industry.

Thus as oneTarticipant Mchcated, economic reform to date hag-
witnessed a move toward greater centralitation and coordination.
At the same time, thEs centralitation has been ambiguous. For ex-
ample, it was pointed out that _similar to the Kosygin reforms of
1965, promises of greater autonomy have been given to enterprise§
attendant with fewer mandatory indicators, more freedom Of deci-
sion making, more legal rightS, and less interference by ministries;
Herein lies one of the central problems with the reforms; as one par-
ticipant eXplained Similar to the 1965 reforms; mixed signals are
beingsent to the ministries. On the one hand, they are told to Mterc
fere less with the enterprises for which they are responsible. On the
other hand, ministries continue to be responsible for the output of
those enterprises, which in turn creates pressures to interfere.

Although the decentralization part of the reforms remains ern=
bryonic, a number of questions arose over how far decentralization
might extend. For example, would an enterprise be allowed to go
bankrupt? It was noted tht at present there exists no legislationto
cciver that contingency (only China and Hungary have such legisla-
tion), and it is likely that the most which could be politically
justified would be a reorganizational procedure whereby manage-
ment would be replaced but the workers retained, similar to
Chapter 11 proceedings in the United States;

Central to the issue of self-financing and accountability iS

overemployment and possible unemployment in the case of fi-
nancial failure of the firm. Again, there is no existing legislation
regarding layoffs, but two experiments exist which serve as prece
dentS. One participant raised the example of the "Leningrad
experiment" in which an enterprise had a wage_fund to do with ag
it saw fit, and "unneeded" workers were let go, in this case around
10 percent of the engineers. Another example was the
Byelorussian railroad experiment in which a wage fund was also
used to layoff surplus labor, in that case about 10 to 15 percent of
the blue-collar workers.

The group was divided over the question of whether Gorbachev
would get the economyhe wants if the reforms were to allow bank-
ruptcy; were to increase efficiency through layoffs; and were tci go
so far as to grant greater enterprise autonomy, decentralize price
determination, and enforce less ministerial interference: Some ar-
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gued that even with such changes a market ftifraStructure in the So
viet economy would still be lacking-. The opposins view maintaMed
that Stich refornis would create further pressuzes to reform; that
there is a logic to the market SyStern; and that if the reforms went
that far; pressures would be generated to tarry them even farther.

Gorbachev's Political Strategy
The group agreed that in large part the success of the reforms is a

political question. Does the pblitical Will exist to make the reforms
stick? Are Gorbachev and the Soviet leadership inclined to make
the reformS politically palatable? Can Gorbachev defeat domestic
sources of opposition?

The group was unanimous that at present there is no opposition
to Gurbachev as a leadm H was selected for his relative youth, vi-
tality, and intelligence but also for his intention to reform the
system. The grotp diverged on questions regarding the pace of
change, the type of reforms (whether systeniic, fundamental, or
minimalist), and the results Gorbachev has to product .
Gorbacheir'S dilemma is that he has to show successes; or at least
progress, in the short run; yet the problems he faces are soluble only
in the long term. Indeed; it waspointed Mit, he is a remarkable man
and áunique politician_for staking his short-term political future an
lonoerm remedieS. One participant raised the possibility that
given the instability of the last few years, the system perhaps
"owed' Gorbachev a grace period in which his program would be
giVen a chance td succeed. Another participant raised the question
of whether GorbacheV Would even still be general _secretary by
19911 It was felt that if he moves too fast and Step§ on the toes of too
many vested interests along the way,_ while at the same tiine not
showing any significant progress, his_position may be jeopardized.
Most in the:group felt that within the leadership a commitment had
been made to Gorbachev. However, hiS support iS not uncondition-
al, and he must show concrete results:

Within the Soviet leadeiShip, one of the most amazing (and un-
precedented) developmentS tinder Gorbachev has been the
extremely rapid turnover of _personnel. Within hiS firSt year
Gorbachev removed three Politburo members and appointed five
others. Inaddition, he replaced the chairman of the council of min-
isters, over twenty-five economit ministerS and state committee
chairmen, and eight Central Committeedepartinent heads. He alio
removed approximately one-quarter of oblast (regional) first secre-
taries.At the 27th Party Congress in February, he undoubtedly
benefitted from the 40 percent turnover hi the central committee.
At the same time, the view was voiced that a great deal of middle
level oppositionpresumably among oblast party secretaries
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must exist; even with the tremendous central committee turnover,
there remains a large number of holdovers from previous congress-
es who may represent implicit resistance.

One partidpant took issue with this last view and argued that one
must distinguish between groups which potentially stand to benefit
from Gorbachev's reforms and those which had benefitted dispro-
portionately under Brezhnev during the last twenty years. Four
main "mobilizable" groups were posited which could be sources of
support for Gorbachev's economic reform; Within each large group
there are latent" interests which stand to benefit from reform.
These groups were characterized as follows:

(1) The highly skilled, educated, professional stratum in society at
large, who (in terms of wage hiaeases) did not benefit under
Brezhnev as much as workers but who would gain from
Gorbachev's reforms;

(2) Those in the bureaucracy who would gain from increased status;
(3) Local party officials in regions which would gain from the eco-

nomic reforms;
(4) The military which needs reform to compete with the Urdted

States but is uncertain about the type of change needed and
wary over who will pay the costs of reform.

Another source of disagreement among the group was over the
placement of Gorbachev along the political spectrum within the
Politburo. One view held that Gorbachev seems more impatient
and has pressed more urgently for reform than the rest of the Soviet
leadership. This view pointed to the implicit resistance of the num-
ber two man in the Politburo, Yegor Ligachev, and even to the
moderation espoused by one of Gorbachev's own appointments;
Nikolai Ryzhkov, chairman of the council of ministers. This partici-
pant maintained ihat Gorbachev was not constrained by his
colleagues in the Politburo and was, in fact, attempting "to drag
them along with him m his push for reform. An opposing view ar-
gued that Gorbachev was hi fact constrained by the Politburo: that
he has little room to maneuver and is doing only what his col-
leagues want him to do;

Considerable discussion focused on actual and potential opposi-
hon to Gorbachev. There is a consensus for change within the
Soviet leadership, but what kind of change and how far-reaching is
open to debate. All partidpants agreed that while Gorbachev is the
undisputed leader, the substance of his policies is contested among
various leaders within the Politburo. One participant argued that
Gorbachev rules by virtue of the tack of a majority opposition, not
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due to his own majority coalition. There is evidence that fragmenta-tion edsts within the Politburo.
_

Within this context, Gorbachev has utili7ed a number of uncon-ventional techniques to combat oppOnents. First; the possibility wasraised that Gorbachev's glasnost (openness) campaign is a tech-nique to attack pockets of resiStancein the parqr_ ahd bureaucracy.Second, it Was pointed out, Gorbachev has squeezed the middlelevel bureaucracy by going over the headS of resisters and directlycampaigning for his program in the provinces. He has also usedsome conventional techniques: for example; the liberal use ofpersonnel changes, which in terms Of numbers alone suggeSt suc-cess. Finally; similar to Khrushchev, Gorbachev is a leader who isacting ihdependently of the Politburo, unlike Breihriev who was a"team leader.'

Econothic Reform and the West
Two principal aspects to the East-Westrelationship were consid-ered to be of importance to Gorbachev's reform strategy. _First; theimportance of SDIwas discussed. It was generally agreed that theSoviets fear the SDI program and the technological spinoffs--=bothin the conventional and nhclear weapons realmWhich might at77crue from research, development, and testing of theSe more 'exoticweapons." The Soviets are ratite inguine than SDI oppOnents inthe United StateS regarding the efficacy and deployability Of theprograrn. Furthermore, the research effort and money devoted tothis program is sure to wideh the technological gap betWeen theUnited StateS and the Soviet Uhion in both military andnonmilitary applications.

_It Iva§ also noted that_there is a certain paradox in Gorbachev'streatment Of the SDI threat. Oh the one hand, he ispriniarily inter-ested in regulating and managing technological competition withthe United States to ensure that the Sovietsare not left behind. Ac-cording to this view, C;orbachbv wants to manage the pressure puton the Soviet Union, although he iS not able to vitiate it altogether.It was observed that the present nuclear regime, which is dominat-ed by large ICBM forces, is the best the Soviets can hope for and isone at which they haveproven to be very adept. The group agreedthat the SovietS fear they may not be able to remain competitive inthe high technology realm of space and space-based weapons if UStechnolOgy is unconstrained. On the other hand, it cOuld be arguedthat Gorbachev would beable to iiSe the SDI threat to Mobilize po-litical and economic resources ih support of his urgency tomodernize the economy. There is an inherent tension betweentheSe tWO approaches. Gorbachev is interested in increasing tech-nological innovation, but he is alSO concerned with coharaining
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and regulating the foreign pressures which make innovation all ;he
more necessary.

While it was agreed that Gorbachev has an interest in reducing
the milita7 burden on the economy (estimated to be around 20 per-
cent of GNP when the costs of maintaining its &stem Europe
empire are included), it was also noted that the ability to divert re-
sources from the military to the civilian sector is a broader issue
than_ SDI alone and that the I Tithed States may have little leverage
in effecting that outcome.

The second major issue in the East-West relationship that was
discussed concerned the international economy and Soviet eco-
norrdc reform. The group agreed. that Gorbachev is interested in
integrating the Soviet economy with the world economy to a great-
er degree than ever before in Soviet history. Indeed, one view was
that it is likely that Gorbachev's modernization program requires
greater interaction with the rest of the world. This is evidenced by
the recent legislation concerning the reorganization of foreign
trade, which is to take effect January 1, 1987, and on joint ventures
with socialist and nonsocialist countries. Other evidence also indi-
cates that the world economy has become increasingly important to
the Soviets. For example,they have broached the issiieóLapplying
for membership to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the
World Bank, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT); they are discussing cooperation with OPEC on oil prices
and are considering floating a Eurobond.

Three major objectives are being pursued through these initia-
tives: the procurement of credits, access to and acquisition of
technology, and the cvenins_of markets for Soviet exports. A num-
ber of participants argued that a major aspect of the reform strategy
is to increase Soviet manufactured exports by bringing the quality
of goods, and Soviet technology in general, up to world standards.

There were differing views expressed on the question of the im-
portance of western technology to the modernization program
One participant argued that western technology was essential. The
Soviets need high quality precision tools than can only be obtained
from the West This need for western tools and components will
likely decrease over time; but for this initial period of the moderni-
zation pmgram-, such acquisitions are crucial. Others _disagreed,
arguing that the Soviets need to correct their material-technical
supply bottlenecks; that too much technology cannot be absorbed
by the system; and as indicated by the experience in the 1970s,
some of the technologyand equipment purchased does not fit, or is
not applicable to, the Soviet system.
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In conclusion; the group agreed that the Soviets favor opening up
to the world economy, but there are objective problems and pitfalls
which will be encountered along the way. Potentially one of the
most severe is a political problem: Gorbachev needt to show benefi-
cial results from_ his program in the short term, but mott of hit
initiativet, including greater interaction with the world economy;
need to be viewed over the long term in order to appreciate their
dividends.

Economic Reform and US Policy
How thduld the United States view economic reform in_ the

Soviet Union? :What leverage does Washington have to _influence
the reforms in a direction that would benefit long-term US interests
and perhaps improve bilateral relations?

One Of the most important considerations concerning how the
United States should view Soviet economic reforms_ is the issue of
the nature of reform and its effect on the system. There was disa-
greement over what type of reform the Soviet Union is moving
toward arid the effects that such a reform would have on Soviet 60-
ciety and the system at large. A number of participants argued that
the prospects for a liberalizing effect of the reforms were quite
good; indeed, 'radical reforms' could not help but have a liberaliz-
ing effect. Others argued that there are strong societal and
international pressures for conservatism which do not portend well
for liberalization in the Soviet Union. For example, the need to
maintain the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe, the Internal empire
in the Soviet Union (meanin-_,, the multiethnic nature of Soviet god-
eq), and security imperatives and the international environment all
are factors which exert pressure on the leadership not to move too
far or too fast lest the consequences become unmanageable.

There was, however, consensus that while it is far from axiomatic
that economic reform will equate with political liberalization in the
Soviet Union; reforms which serve to change the character of the
regime would be in the interest of the United States. Therewas opti=
miSin expressed that such a scenario might not be implausible. The
historical international, political, and economic conditions which
gave rise to the worst-features of the Soviet system are no longer in
existence. In the absence of these objective pressures, the §y§teni
might evo:ve toward a more 'normal' and 'benign' state, one
which would compete in a more historically traditional manner;
that is; through economic competition rather than territorial expan-
sion and political oppression-. On the other hand, reforms which
merely changed the system at the margin; those which made it
more efficient ahd productive without changing its nature;were not
considered to be in US interest.
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It was generally ageed that at _best the United States could exert
only marginal influence on the course of Soviet reforms. In princi-
ple, it was felt that Washington should promote a linkage between
economic reform and political liberalization by conditioning US in-
volvement and interaction with the Soviets to bring about the
desired ends. In general, such ends would be anything which pro-_.
moted greater openness and a freer flow of information into and
out of Soviet society. At the same thne, it is important not to pursue
goals too ranbitious for the limited instruments at hand: The United
States cannot, for example, use its very limited influence to induce
the Soviets to take actions they regard as inconsistent with their na-
tional sovereignty.

The central problem to US policy _was recognized to lie in the ten-
sion between that which is possible and that which is politically
feasible. Given ith modest ability to influence Soviet development,
it was suggested that the mest prudent US course might be neutrali-
ty, neither subsidizing the _Soviets nor attempting to retard their
economy's development. However, the group agreed that such a
course was politically problematic for a varieyI of reasons. First, due
to the temptation to use economic carrots and sticks for political
purposes, such a policy would be difficult to sustain; in addition it is
unlikely to be politically salable to US public opinion. Second, such
a _policy would encounter congressional opposition; thus political
will becomes a crucial factor.

Finally, such a policy depends on the international environment
and political context in which it would be implemented. For a neu-
tralist policy to be politically feasible, the international context
would have to remain calm and relatively conflict free-Recent his!
tory has shown, however, that conflicth involving Third World
nations, allies, or other conflictual incidents in which vested super-
power interests clash are many: Often economic and political
relations can be disrupted through this international discord. In
some cases, even though such conflicth lie only at the periphery of
the most vital national securiV interests; the nature and intensity of
the superpower rivalry leacls to the introduction of these events into
the center of the superpower relationship. Thus, for example, as
with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, US international policy
becomes victim to the need to assuage and mollify the vicissitudes
of domestic opinion.

Conclusion
The Soviet Union has embarked upon a reform program which

may lead to fundamental changes in the Soviet system. The reforms
being contemplated are in an early stage and have not gone very far
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to date. Indeed, the future of reform in_the Soviet Union may be
closely tied to the political future of Mikhail Gorbachev, and the
United States should not underestimate the degree or extent of po-
litical resistance. Nor should rapid change in the Soviet Union be
expected since many of the problems which confront the Soviets
are systemic in nature and can orily be addressed over the long
term. It is also possible that significant political change will accom-
pany economic reform. However; there is little direct influence
which the United _States can exert over the process. Perhaps _the
wisest course for US policy would be to remain cognizant of its
limited leverage and to temper the political temptation to impose
unreasonable conditions on the relationship in an effort to exert
greater influence over the reform process in the Soviet Union.
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The Mexican economic airmoil triggered in August 1982 with the
announcement that Mexico was unable to meet its foreign debt ob-
ligalions has placed severe strains on the Mexican political system
and US-Mexican relations. The current situation is fundamentally
different than anything Mexico has faced since the Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI) was founded in 1929; Marginal econom-
ic tinkerings and political posturing cannot solve it. Real economic
reforms within the system are necessary, and Mexico must recog-
nize that it cannot- simply expect its problems to be solved by the
United States.

In analyzing Mexico's economic situation, the group repeatedly
addressed a fundamental question: Will the stagnation of the Mexi-
can economy lead inevitably to the breakdown of the Mexican
political system? The prevailing view was that although current
economic pressures are m -e severe than anything Mexico has
faced in the past, the Mexican political system has already weath-
ered a series of crises and is likely to withstand this one as well. In
the process, however, the political system wll probably undergo a
significant evolution.

A Sense of Crisis
Mexico's current economic difficulties differ from those it has
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the crisis stems from two unprecedented sets of pressures: 1) the
need to generate $9-10 billion per year taservice Mexico's approxi-
mately $100 bilhon foreign debt and 2) the need to aeate 800,000
new jobs each year for new entrants into the Mexican labor force.

Mexico has limited or no control over_the circurngtances sur-
rounding the current economic crisis; Mexico's ability_to service
itS fOreign debt is determined to a great extent by oil prices; in-
terest rates, and foreign exchange rates; all of which are
influenced by international markets. In addition, the need to
create massive numbers of new jobs each year is a result Of paSt
population increases.

TheSe preSsures are compounded by the fact that whereas in the
past Mexico has enjoyed general price stability, today the country is
beginning to slide toward hyper-inflation. In 1986 its inflation rate
is expected to surpass_100 percent_Real wages in Mexico have de-
clined by some 40percent over the past four years, and the move to
indeX WageS to inflation is only likely to exacerbate the wage-price
spiral. Together, these events have created a new kind of economic
crisisone that is not only deep-seated but also continuous.

The group agreed that there,are only two ways Gut of this eco-
nomic conundrum: 1) genuine reform of the MekicAri ecOnbrhy
and 2) Continued increased foreign lending to Mexico. Over the
past four years, there has been an attempt tolink these two alter-
natives by making new bank loans conditional on_ internal
economic reforms: The gaup emphasized that conditionality
should continue to be an integral part of efforts to solve Mekito'g
economic problems.

Despite the promises accompanying the new international
loans that have been_pumped into the Mexican economy, how-
ever, domestic economic refoirns have not itaken root. Stale
members of the group believed that the initiatives taken so far
simply need to be given more time to achieve results, while others
believed that the government has not done as much as it could to
institute genuine reform.

Privatization measures have been widely discussed, but pledgeS
tb éll off parastatal enterprises _have not been kept and layoffs of
public employees have been undercut by quiet rehirings. In theory;
import barriers have been lowered, but in practice, controls have, if
anything, been tightened in several key sectors. Supposed foreign
investnient incentives have not resulted in a reduction of the legal
regtriction§ gOverning foreign investment, and disinvestment by
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been Significantly reduced, but savings were achieved largely by re-
ducing subsidies and cutting back on infrastructure investment
rather than by trimming Mexico's bloated bureaucracy or clamping
down on corruption; The only initiative to date that holds any real
promise for economic reform is Mexico's decision to accede to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which should
gradually lower Mexican trade bathers. Even here real progress is
unlikely in the near future.

These shortcomings raise the question of whether Mexico will
continue to operate in a statist economic mode, albeit a more mod-
ernized one, or whether the economic crisis will generate genuine
efforts to liberalize the economy. While affimning that statism is en-
trenched in Mexico, the group also stressed that it Will be difficult to
resist some measure of economic liberaliiation. Nonetheless, it was
widely apeed that the reform measures implemented under Presi-
dent Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado have been inadequate. Just why
this is the case is tmclear.

The group discussed two reasons for the lack of progress: First,
government and business in Mexico have traditionally had a cozy
relationship, and it is doubtful whether either is genuinely _inter-
ested in changing it. While the PRI and the Mexican gtate enjoy an
economic spoils system based on widespread _corruption, the pri-
vate sector enjoys protection from foreign competition: As a result,
there is entrenched bureaucratk resistance to any reform: Closely
related to this is the fact that President de la Madrid does not have
a strong popular or institutional base. He has been criticized for
not exercising strong_ leadership, but it is uncertain whether he
could push through any fundamental reforms evenif he were con-
vinced of their importance: Second, there is simply no clear idea of
what should be done. Unable to define the national imerest in
terms of concrete programs, President de la Madrid has cloaked
his office m appeals to nationalist sentithents, just as other Mexi-
can presidents have done before hhr. Consequently, exhortations
about Mexico's dignity, sovereignty and self-determination re-
place the specific programs and long-term commitments neces-
sary to rebuild the etbnomy.

Although Mexico's motives and goals may be murky, the group
agreed that the Umted States' interest in Mexican economic reform
is clearcut The UMted States cannot continue to excuse Mexico for
its unwillingness to press forward with genuine economic reforms
that will lay the foundation far SuStained econorriic growth. Ineffi,
dent parastatal enterprises should be sold; import licenses should
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cu Ditch; concrete cnanges in loreign investment laws_ should be
enacted; and investor confidence Should be restored so that capital
flight can be reduced. Without these reforms, the Mexican economy
will remain underdeveloped:

So far, Mexico has attempted to meet the twin challenges of for-
eign debt and the need to create new jobs by eidensive reliance on
the United States. Although the United StateS haS an irriportant role
to play, Mexico must also take the initiative.

Despite the up to $7.7 billion in new loans that foreign commer-
dal bankS agreed to lend Mexico in October 1986, it was strongly
ernRhasized that new commercial bank lending to Mexico cannot
continue: There is little hope that the new loan package, which Will
push Mexico's foreign debt to over $110 billion, will do more than
tide Mexko over for a few years while it attempts to get its economic
house in order. Mexico cannot expect to meet its debt service obliga-
tions indefinately by continued interriatiOnal borrowing. Debt
restructuring must be linked to conditionality, and Mekico must
begin to institute the economic -eforms that will provide the basis
for long-term economic growth.

Concerning the need to create riecv jobs, the group stressed that
the United States cannot be expected hi Weltbme eVer=increasing
numbers of Mexican immigrants just because Mexico finds illegal
migration a convenient substitute for domestic job creation: Mexico
must create 800,000 new jobs annually just to provide employment
for the new Mexicans entering the labor force. In thiS COntekt the
300,000 Mexicans whu migrate to the United States eath year to
work represent an important safety valve for the Mexican economy.
When it is considered that US wage levels are ti. ,:te to four times
higher than Mexico's and that many migrant work-ere send their
wages back to Mexico to support family merribers, the net benefit to
the Mexican economy is actually muchsreater. Although the tight-
er US immigration laws recently passed are very controversial; the
group felt that Mexico has no incentive to act on the immigration
issue unless the United States tightens itS reStrktionS.

In sum, although external assistance can help, the need for inter=
nal rehabilitation of the Mexican economy is inescapable. Even if
bank loans to Mexico are replaced by goVernment capital from the
United Stateslapan, and West Germany, SpeCific Old pro -quos
will be demar.ded that will force Mexico to reform RS etbnOmy. Ad=
ditionally, even if the tougher new US immigration law is only
marginally effective, it will Still kacerbate Mexko's unemployment
problem by restraining the exodus of illegal migrant workers and
thereby force Mexico to institute domestic economic remedieS.
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iviexico wouta oe yeller on racing Umlaut economic cnoices
squarely and implementing economic reforms now rather than
waiting for its econorrtic crisis to be compounded by international
impatience.

Political Pressures
Although the group emphasized the pronounced impact that the

economic crisis is having on the political system, the prevailing
opinion was that Mexico is probably not headed for a political
breakdown in the near or medium term. A 'breakdown, it was
stressed, is the finaLresult of a long process that has many steps and
can be influenced along the way. The more likely scenario involves
changes in the way the political system is organized and works. The
Mexican political system has proven remarkably resilient in dealing
with economic strains and tensions in the past, and although the
current aisis is without precedent, it is premature to predict that a
political collapse is imminent.

Economic dislocation has already led to some significant political
developrnents. The polarization of the elites that was begun by the
excesses of the Echeverria and Lopez Portillo administrations today
runs much deeper. The traditional compact between Mexican busi-
nessmen and politicians held that the private sector was free to
make substantial profits as long as it stayed out of politics. This con-
sensus, however, has been broken by the enduring economic crisis
that has stripped firms of profits; eroded workers' real wages; and
ripped the balance to the state_ at the expense_of the private sector.
The political system has also been affected. In the past elections
served to confer the PRI vTith legitimacy and to convey stabiliqr.
Now, however; because econornic hardship and de la Madrid's
push _for political reform have sparked heightened dissent and,
therefore, heightened repression, elections serve notice of political
illegitimacy and instability.

The 1983 municipal elections in the northernstate of Chihuahua;
which were widely believed to be honest, marked a turning point.
Economic discontent and diSlike of the PM were so prevalent dur-
ing these elections that the Party of National Action (PAN), which
draws support mainly from the private seam and urban middle
classes in the north, not only gained control of the seven main city
councils but also won the elections for mayor in the state capital and
in Ciudad Juarez, which borders the United States and is the fourth
largest city in Mexico. In 1984 the PRI responded to these defeats by
putting its ballot-rigging machine back into full swing, and when
protests of electoral fraud erupted in Coahuila, President de la
Madrid called in the armT
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While some members or tne_group saw mese ctevetuputemb
evidence of the fact that the PRI is becoming more authoritarian
and willing toga tO any extreme to maintain itspower, others were
not So Sure. The PRI has not resorted to widespread repression M
the past and since the Mexican military is relatively small, the PUS
ability to implement such a campaign Ls limited.

These polifical déVelopmentS are indkative of the increasing
disparity between the nOrth and the south. The most dynamic sec-
tOrS of the Mexican economy are in the north and are increasMgly
integrated mith the United States. These Sectors are beginning to
resent the political control exercised by the south. As a_result Mex-
ico faces the threat that it will be split into_ a modem; affluent,
relatiVely dembcratic north that is closely aligned with the United
States and a backward, destitute, undemocratic south that re-
mains resolutely independent.

It is unclear whether Mekko can open its economy without sig-
nificantly Opening its political system. Demands for democratiza-
tion predate the 1982 crisis and have been given new impetus by
Mexico's economic difficulties and other Latin American nations'
moves toward more democratic forms of government._Those calling
for_political reform argue that Mexico has simply_ outgrown the
PM'S one:party system. They claim that what was appropriatefor a
rural Mexico of twenty million is unsuited for a largely urban Mex-
ico of eighty million where political events are closely monitoredby
the media.

Recommendations
L Past discussions of US:Mexican relations have tended to em-

phasize the mutuality of interests between the two counties.
Realism requires a recognition that there are a great many con-
flithng interests that must be faced squarely, discussed openly,
and managed M a busMesslike manner. The preponderant size
and strength of the United States creates an obvious asymmetry
betWeen the tWO countries, but the fact that the two economies
are extensively and irrevocably integrated must be accepted.
Mexico cannot continue to hide behind jMgoistic nationaliSm
and wait for its dcithestic problems to be solved by the United
States. Instëäd a Serige of joint responsibility is necessary; There
are indications that Mexico's attitude toward the ?rifted States is
beginrdng to change as a new generafion of Mexicans aSSumeS
leadership roles and a new realiSM that focuses more on the fu-_

ture than the paSt take§ eobt. Participants were encouraged by
this trend.
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.1.YleXICO 5 willingness to accept its share of responsibility for bi-lateral problems with the United States seems to follow
unilateral US _decisions that fOrce Mexico to act In this regard,
independent US actions art more effective than exhortations.
MexicO's economic problenz predate its debt CriSiS, and the
United States must create accumulating pressure on Mexico to
rel'orm its economy.Soft options only delay necessary reforms.
To the extent that economic reform and liberalization lead to a
decentralitation of decision making; they may alSO lead to more
open channels _of political representation; the United States
Should encourage this trend. The group *as divided on the wis-
clOin and potential benefits ofpressing spedficall) for democrat-
ic reform in Mexico.

3. Little steps can add up to big improvements in US-Mexican bi-
lateral relations, and there is a need for inore government and
nongOvernment exchanges between the two tbuntries. Infor-
mal militanr contacth should be broadened; student eXchanges
and academic centers should be eXpanded; and sectoral com-
munications should be increased. Participants were pleased
with recently announced US programs to expand research on
Mexico but acknowledged that these efforts will not be effet=
tive unless they arefocused. In particular-, more research needs
to be devoted to such issues as the role Of the PAN, the chang-
mg_nature and evolving role of the Mexican eliteS, economic
complimentarities, and long-terin assessment of US laborneeds as they relate to iminigratibn.

4. Capital flight and a lack of investment reniain Serious problems
for Mexico_ and must be addressed; The United StateS cannot
command expatriated capital to return or force greater uwest7
ment in the Mexican economy. _MeXicci alcine can solve these
problems by creating a stable domestic environinent that pro-
motes confidence in the future of the Mexican economy.
Welcoming greater foreign inveStment is an important part of
thth process, And less ambivalence on the part of the Mexican
government is required.

5. Foreign debt remains a critical problem for Mexico and other
developing nations: The United StateSShould take the leadin
concert with multilateral development bankt, creditors, andother debtor nationsto introduce a reorganization Of clomes7
tic economic_polici.as in debtor countries that go hand in hand
With a reduction of the debt burden. Thth process is key to re-
stOring Mexican economic growth. The irtbdalities of debt
reduction determined for Mexico could also find selectiVe ap-
plication elsewhere.

6. The United States should schedule art early vthit to Mexico by a
high-ranking official to discuss with the Mexican foreign minis-
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1111", mulur,rauun ana arug laws. ibis mission would
represent an attempt to share directly with Mexicans US ap-
proaches to issues intimately involving the two cOuntries.
Mexico can then begin to address theseissues domestically with
full knowledge of the US poSitiOn. Other areas where the two
comitries can cooperate more closely should also be explored
since these kinds 6f confidence-buildingmeasures can help im-
prove the overall State of US-Mexican relations.
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Recent developments in nuclear nonproliferation present an in-
triguing paradox: whereas the nonproliferation regime has
exhibited impressive vitality, the nations ofimmediate proliferation
concernArgentina, Brazil, India, Israel, Pakistan, and South
Africahave continued their march towards, and, in some cases
Leyond, the nuclear weapons threshold. Further advances by-these
problem countries, especially nuclear testing or open declaration of
nuclear weapons status, could have grave consequences for the ef-
ficacy of traditional nonproliferation policies.

The challenge put to the group; then; was how to bridge the gap
between the burgeoning nonproliferation regime _and the
undeterred problem states. In addressing this question, the group
examined mechanisms for enhancing the nonproliferation re-
gime, reducing the political and military concerns that are
motivating the emerging nuclear states to advance their nuclear
weapons programs, and intensifying bilateral diplomatic efforts to
combat proliferation.
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The Regime
Broken into its salient components, the nonproliferation regime

appears to have flourished in recent years. The statements emanat-
ing from the 1985 Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review
Conference reflected the widespread belief among member states
in the value of retaining and reinforcing the treaty. Although an
informed member of the group described this as a 'fragile con-
sensus," one nearly pried apart at the review conference by
longstanding regional rivalries such as that between Iran and Iraq,
political confrontations were judged less vitriolic than at the 1980
session: The ratification of the NPT in late 1985 by North Korea, a
less developed country of some proliferation concern, also bears
testament to the regime's vitality.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was praised by
the group as an honest broker in the aftermath of the Soviet reac-
tor acddent at Chernobyl, serving as the forum for candid Soviet
disclosures regarding the causes of the disaster and producing a
pair of conventionsproviding for early warning and prompt inter-
national response in the event of future nuclear safety emergen-
cies. While the agency's crisis performance clearly benefited its
nonproliferation role by adding to the IAEA's prestige and credi-
bility, some in the group voiced concern that the agencys high
profik in response to Chernobyl may increase pressure for it to
take Jri a supranational safety inspection role. Such a role would
be difficult to carry out successfully and could compete with the
IAEA's "safeguards" functions for scarce resources. Others dis-
counted this threat, voicingskepdcism that many countries would
subscribe to an external nuclear safety oversight regime and point-
ing to the possibility of providing additional resources to the
agency should its functions diversify.

Another development that augurs well for the agency was the
failure of the Arab states to mount more than a pro forma eampaign
to impose sanctions against Israel at the September 1986 IAEA
General Conference: Ithowledgeable group members cautioned,
however, that new revelations depicting Israel's nuclear arsenal as
much larger and more powerful than heretofore believed came on
the heels of the IAEA meeting_and, like the Israeli raid on Iraq's
Osixaq_reactor m 1981, may precipitate a showdown at the next
IAEA General Conference. More generally, the group recommend-
ed that the US Congress sustain its funding of the agency.

The group was also encouraged with respect to nuclear supplier
controls. The 1076 Nuclear Suppliere Guidelines are adhered to by
Australia, Canada, Japan, the Soviet Union, the United States, and
the major European nuclear suppliers. The guidelines require redp-
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ientS tO accept IAEA safeguards on transferred nuclear materials
and reiluire supplierS to exercise *restraint' in exporting !'sensitive'
items used in enrichment and reprocessing (the technologies that
can produce nuclear weapons materials); A majorconcern hag been
the prospect of an emerging 'second tiers of nuclear suppliers, in7
dustrializing nationS capable of and Willing to_make nuclear exports
to the problem states without applying the 1976 guic1=-1ines. Fortu-
nately, this_ class of rogue suppliers does not appear to have
materialized. Indeed, the adherence of countries like Argentina,
South Africa and, Since 1984, China to supplier norms departs
sharply from a worst case scenario. DeSpite thiS Seemingly hearten-
ing trend, one participant stressed that unsafeguarded nuclear
tranSferS to the problem countries may be taldng place but simply
have_gorie undetected in the West. Others pointed out that emerg-
ing suppliers; even if they require Safeguards, might be_more
disposed than the formal members of the Nuclear SupplierS Group
tO make transfers to nations of prime proliferation concern. China's
recent nuclear cooperation agreement with Pakistan, which pro-
vides for the application of IAEA safegizard§ tO all transferred
equipment and material; was cited as an example.

Overall, the nonproliferation regime was endorsed by the group
as a valuable mechanism for stemming proliferation by allaying
fears of nuclear arming that lead regional rivals to develop nuclear
Weapons and by impeding nuclear aspirants from achievins their
objective. Given the perception by many nonnuclearweapo:t states
that the nonproliferation regime LS discriminatory in light of the un-
bridled US-Soviet nuclear arms race, the group exhorted the
superpowers to make rapid progress in arms control and to achieve
testing restraint. Some stressed that deep cuts in nuclear arsenals
should be made a precondition for testing re§trictions, whereas oth -

ers urged the United States to seize the opportunity for an
immediate testing curb, possibly by capitali7ing on the Five Conti-
nents Initiativean offer by six Third World countries, including
India znd Argentina; to verify a superpower COmprehensive test
ban (CTB).

The Centrality of the superpowers' nuclear arms buildup to cur-
rent proliferation activities remains a matter of much debate. One
specialist in South Asian affairs termed the vertical nutlear arm§
race the "principal compulsion" for India's interest in nuclear arm-
ing, whereas anOther felt thiS linkage was vastly overrated, pointing
instead to regional security threats from China and Pakistan. On
the value nf a eTB, many felt the cessation of nucle-ar tests would
increase the political costs to the problem countries of pursuins
atomic weapons. It was less clear, however, whether a ban on test-
ing would place significant technical reaiictions on weapons
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development. One group member cited Israel's purported advances
toward "boosted!' atomic weapons as evidence of the progress pos-
sible :with little or no testing data. It was pointed out; however, that
Israel may have been privy to French testing information in 1960.
Other participants beheved the questions of weapons sophistica-
tion and reliability in the event of a CTB to be a red herring,
stressing that the purpose of bomb development in the problem
countries is essentially to deter re0onal adversaries. For this "a mys7
terious Mona Lisa smile,' that is, an undeclared and untested
nuclear capability, is enough.

Some group members questioned the prudence of pursuing non-
proliferation in the problem countries through strate0c arms
control. A rather fundamental concern was that a US-Soviet arms
accord be in the United States' greater security interestnot [list
beneficial to nonproliferafion: More subtle was one participant's
fear that superpower weapons reductions might, in fact, create new
problem countries, even while it discourages others. An agreement
on deep cuts or the eventual elimination of superpower nuclear ar-
senals like that proposed at Reykjavik; he argued, might prompt
advanced industrialized nations that rely on the US nuclear um-
brella, like West Germany and japan, to pursue an mdigenous
nuclear deterrent. Finally, it was noted by some that eliminating
US-Soviet competition in the problem regions would do far more to
bolster superpower nonproliferation initiatives than leashing the
arms race.

The Problem Countries

South Asia
The case of South ASia vividly reflects the hiatus between exist-

ing nonproliferation Mstitutions and the problem states. Whereas
the gravity of nuclear aiming in India and Pakistanneighboring
states that have gone to war with each other three timesin the past
forty yearsis widely recognized, nonprolia-ation mechanisms to
date have failed to arrest this incipient nuclear arms race. The
United States and the Soviet Union are deeply involved in the re-
gion through security relationships and, in the case of the Soviets in
Afghamstan, force projection. Accordingly, the group devoted con-
siderable attention to the-interaction of nonproliferation and
East-West competition; examining whether the two are reinforcing
or competing elements of US foreign policy and whether a reorder-
ing of policy priorities is needed if, indeed, they do compete.

Much of the group's discussion of these issues focused on a re-
cently negotiated $4.02 billion US security assistance package for
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Pakistan that will be submitted for congressional approval next
year. Some contended that the threats to terminate this aid should
Pakistan test or 'possess' a nuclear device (as now provided by US
law), along with the security benefits to Pakistan of receiving so-
phisticated conventional armaments that may alleviate the
compulsion for nuclear arming, have kept Pakistan from crossing
these important proliferation threshold& Others suggested that it is
Pakistan that possesses the leverage in the relationship_By hover-
ing near these thresholds and threatening to cross them, Islamabad
is able to obtain advanced weapon systems from the United States
while quietly continuing to expand its nuclear capabilibes.

Some participants recommended consideration be given to addi-
tional, carefully crafted legislation which would threaten to
terminate US assistance at some point prior to Pakistan's "posses-
sion" of a nuclear device; though without triggering an aid cutoff at
the time of passage. Furthermore, the group recognized that US
conventional arms sales to Pakistan can provide grist for anti-
Pakistan, probomb elements in India. Participants recommended
that the United States carefully assess the impact in India as it de-
cides which weapon systems to provide Pakistan (F-16 combat
aircraft and AWACS, Airborne Warning and Control System, are
known to be of concern to New Delhi). Some members of the group
hastened to add, however, that for military assistance to be suffi-
cient to reduce the security concerns motivating Pakistan's nuclear
weapons program; sophisticated weaponry must be provided. ThiS
needis especially acute in light of the advanced Soviet weapons
supplied to India and the forbidding Soviet presence on the
Pakiscan-Afghanistan border. On a related problem, it was suggest-
ed that sales of advanced dual-use aircraft (that is, aircraft capable
of cailyinz both conventional and nuclear ordnance) to the prob-
lem countries should receive greater attention, particularly in the
case of South Asia.

Beyond manipulating US aid toward nonproliferation ends, it
was agreed that the United States should encourage confidence7
building measures between India- and Pakistan in the hope of
reducing reactive pressures in both nations topursue or expand nu-
clear weapons capabilities. One such measure that received
favorable comment from some participants was a variant of a nu-
clear weapons-free zone in the Indian Ocean region, possibly
including restrictions on the development of foreign nuclear bases
there, a major concern to India. A number of participants empha-
sized, however, that specific criteria, including preservation of
naval rights of transit, would have to be met before the United
States could endorse such a proposal.
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Mindful of the range of Pakistani confidence-building proposals
spurned by India in recent years, including an_ offer for mutual in-
spections of nutlear facilities, the group agreed that the superpow-
ers should press India to be more willing to discuSs regional nuclear
arms control issues with its western neighbor. One participant
pointed out that questions concerning Pakistan's good faith and the
exclusion of China frdm proposed confidence-building measures
allow India to justify itS obstinance. The group agreed that the Unit-
ed States and the Soviet Union should address thiS latter obstacle to
Indian acquiescence by fostering an accommodation between New
Delhi and Beijing. Addressing this dimension of the Indian security
erwironment, one participant called on China to offer India con-
vincing assurances that it will abStain from providing Pakistan with
sensitive nuclear weapons-related assistance and that it will not
redeploy its nuclear forces against a nonnuclear India. A stable res-
olution to the longstanding Sino-Indian border dispute was seen as
instrumental in bringing about a broader bilateral reconciliation.

Finally, one group member outlined an innovative nonprolif-
eration strategy, applicabl- in South ASia and elsewhere, to
complement existing measures He suggested that the unenviable
political/military ramificafions of possessing nuclear forces should
be underscored. A neW nuclear nafion would be confronted with a
number of daunting tasks, he pointed out including refining
strategic doctrine, ensuring the security of nutlear forces, Selecting
an appropriate basing mode, developing a command and control
system; guarding against a preemptive attack coping with the am-
biguity of dual-use weapon systems, and mediating interservice
rivalries. In the case of PakiStan, for example, a nuclear capability
aimed at offsetting India's convenfional superiority might quickly
lose credibility in a crude, "ciqr-busting' configuration. A nuclear
force that permitted a more flexible response, howeven would re-
quire development of lange of weaponyields, a reliable command
and control system, and d variety of modes of delivery, to name but
a few obstacles. In India, introdudng nuclear weapons into the
armed forces would require reckoning with the simmering Sikh-
Hindu rivalry within the Indian military; along with the traditional
interservice competitiveness that pervades armed forces around the
globe. Such complexities are strOng disincentives to going nuclear,
the _parficipant stressed, and should be highlighted to problem
states who may be focused on simply 'getting the bomb.-

This approach was widely extolled as a valuable contribution to
nonproliferation strategies. Some members pointed out, however,
that it contained an Objectionable element of paternalism. Another
pitfall; one group member observed, is that this approach is simply
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-too intellectual" given India's and Pakistan's visceral security
concerns.

Southern Africa
The group found South Africa, the only nation in its region capa-

ble of nuclear arming before the turn of the century, a unique and
troubling case: It is set apart from many_of the other problem couri=
tries in that its nuclear weapons capability is seen _primarily as a
political inStrument intended to demonstrate Pretoria's indom-
itability in the face of a host of competitorsincluding domestic
opponents on the right and left, a_"front4ine- of hostile neighbors,
and an increasingly antagonistic international community.

The United StateS, it was agreed, possesses little leverage to force
an end to South-Africa's nuclear weapons program, and that which
does exist has been parfially depleted in efforts to combat apart-
heid. Hence, recent US nonproliferation initiatives have sought,
with dirifini§hing Success, to encourage voluntary South African re-
straMt. One participant discerned an evolution in Pretoria over the
past twelve to eighteen months from a government committed to
marginal, piecemeal reform of its racial policies to one convinced
that the time haS come to -dxcle the wagons" and appease its most
hard-line_Afrikaner Critics. Correspondingly, Pretoxia's willingness
over the past several years to_grant nonproliferation conceSSions,
such as its adherence to nuclear supplier guidelinesand its payment
Of OutStanding IAEA dues, appears to_ have eroded in recent
months. Evidence can be found in the hardening of its position inits
negotiations with the IAEA on_the_application of safeguard§ to itS
semicommercial-scale enrichment plant This combination of scant
US leverage and ebbing South African restraint led the group to a
grim depiction of nuclear nonproliferation prospects in the region.

Were South Africa to declare its nuclear weapons StatuS br teSt
nuclear device, as it prepared to do in 1977, the damage to the non-
proliferation reghne would be substantial. The group noted that
such an action could precipitate widespread defections from the
NPT by black African signatoriesalerhaps on the order of twenty to
thirty_member states. Although none of the nations that _could be
expected to withdraw are of pressing proliferation concern, the
blow to the regime's prestige that would result from such mass de-
sertion should not be discounted. Most participants_ beheVed the
impact Of a Sciuth African nuclear test or declaration on other Fob-
lem countries _would be modest, although one group member
suggested that states with deliberatelyambiguous nuclear weapon§
programs might interpret South Africa's ascension to the nuclear
club as a blow to their own status and accordingly might followsuit
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There was little consensus on policy recommendations. Should
Pretoria undermine nonproliferation norms, the possibility was
raised of applying even more stringent sanctions against South Af-
rica than those now being applied_ because of its_ racial policies.
Recent antiapartheid-sanctions legislation in the US House of Rep-
resentatives- and threats by several states to- break diplomatic
relations with South Africa after its nuclear test site was discovered
in 1977 are illustrative of added pressure that might be brought to
bear on Pretoria. The group was divided on the_desirability of fur-
ther sanctions; however:_ The grotip did agree that more attention
should be: given to the:consequences of radical forces inheriting
South Africa's nuclear infrastructure through revolution or coup
d'etat with an eye toward cTafting an efficacious US strategy to con-
trol and respond to such a succession:

The Middle East
The group observed that the United States and Israel appear to

have reached a modus vivendi on the nonproliferation front, where-
by Washington avoids confronting Jerusalem about its undeclared
nuclear arsenal provided Israelkeeps its nuclear weaports activities
under wraps. A number of participants expressed diSmay at this tol-
erant US stance. It was recognized, however, that the arrangement
permits the United States to pursue other interests in the region and
at least causes less damage to the nonproliferation regime than
might result from overt Israeli nucleanzation. The arrangement
does not, however; exert significantrestraint on the development of
Israeli nuclear weapons, as evidenced by a_recent_ London_ Sunday
Times report asserting that 'Israel now ranks as the world's sixth
most powerful nuclear power.' According to the article, Israel has
built between one hundred and two hundred nuclear weapons
not the iwenty-five orL so generally assumec17--from plutoniurn
extracted from spent fuel at an underground French-supplied
reprocessing_plant; the facility was said to have been secretly built
almost two decades ago; The article also stated that Israel began
producing materials in the early 1980s for ''boosted' atomic
weaponsA-bombs ten times more powerful than those used in
World War IL

_ Given this less than reassuring record, a number of group mem-
bers addressed the possibility of bringing added nonproliferation
pressure to bear on Israel without damaging its intimate relation-
ship with the United States. One approach; it was suggested; was
for Washington to stress that Israeli nuclearLadvances put _the
United States in an untenable position at the IAEA: If the organiza-
tion imposed sanctions against Israel, the United States might feel
compelled to withdraw in support of its Middle East ally, a step that
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could greatly weaken the institution. The Uilited States could also
underscore that such advances are disadvantageous to Israel be-
cause they are likely te prompt the Soviet Union to increase its
security assistance to its own allies M the region. This persuasion,
some suggested, could be backed up by threats_ to deny Israel new
areas of cooperation with the United States, such as SDI and a free-
trade zone, if Israel persists in expanding its nuclear forces. Another
strategy urged by some participants was for the United States to
promote a nuclear weapons-free zone in the Middle East, an objec,
tive that has been embraced, at least in principle, by Arabs and
Israelis alike. Finally, many felt that the United States and the Sovi-
et Union should be more mindful of the_ proliferation impact of
provocative conventional arms transfers. In this vein, the tr_ansfer
of advanced missiles from the Soviet Union to Syria dubbed byone
group member as a "quantum leap" in Soviet assistance, is particu-
larly troubling.

A few group members were willing to go further in giving non-
proliferation initiatives primacy in the US-Israeli relationship. One
participant recommended that the United States declare its inten-
tions to terminate its aid relationship with Israel unless Jerusalem
renounces its nuclear option. Many group members were quick to
point out that this would entail a shalp departure from the current
tenor of bilateral relations, recalling that the United States contin-
ued to supply F-16 aircraft to Israel (after a brief suspension) in the
aftermath of the 1981 Israeli raid on Iraq's Osiraq research reactor.
Some of these participants were unwilling to endorse such a shift in
UB policy, pointing out that even linking less fundamental elements
of US-Israeli ties to Jerusalem's nuclear program would be a major
departure in existing relations between the two countries.

Should Israel detonate a nuclear device or _otherwise assert itsnu-
clear capabilities, the current US-Israeli modus vivendi would enter
a period of flux. One possibility that was raised deserves mention
for its novelty; although a number of participants considered it far-
fetched: Israel, in declaring or demonstrating its nuclear capability;
might assert that it is in fact a "nuclear weapon st=lte" as defined by
the NPT, thereby lifting the restrictions on its nuclear weapons pro-
gram without undercutting the nonproliferation regime. Since the
NPT defines a nuclear weapon state as none which has manufac-
tured and exploded a nuclear weapon or other nuclear explosive
device prior to January 1, 1967," Israel, in an ironic twist, might
choose to acknowledge it was a joint participant in France's firstnu-
clear test in 1960; as has been alleged.

Latin America
The nuclear weapons programs of ArgentMa and Brazil, while
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not altogether dormant appeared to the group to pose less_of a pro-
liferation threat than they did as recently as a year ago. This was
attributed to a confluence of factors including the advent of civilian
governments in both nations; the budget constraints of economic
austerity measures; and a series of regional_confidence-_buil
proposals broached by Argentine President Raul Alfonsin which
reflect a broader Argentina-Brazil rapprochement. Of particular
importance was a November 1985 summit between Alfonsin and
Brazilian President Jose Sarney yielding a joint declaration on nu-
clear policy and establishing a bilateral commission to pursue the
Argentine proposal for mutual inspection of nuclear facilifies. The
United States; it was agreed; played only a peripheral role in this
process; and participants counseled a similar hands-off policy as
long as prospects for nonproliferation in this problem region re-
main encouraging.

This progress; however; should not be taken as a cue for compla-
cency. Neither Argentina nor Brazil is bound by the Treaty of
Tlatelolco, an accord providing for a nuclear weapons-free zone in
Lafin America, and there are indications that, should a mutual in-
sctions agreement be reached; IAEA inspections would not be
employed. This reluctance to embrace elements of the nonprolif-
eration regime, in part due to exigencies of domestic politics, means
that the regime is unlikely to be directly enhanced by this rare in-
stance of nonproliferation progress in the problem countries.
Furthermore; both Argentina and Brazil; although scaling back
their1 overall nuclear programs, have failed to terminate their.
unsafeguarded nuclear activities, which have recognized military
potenfial. This is perhaps an indicafion that nationalisfic elements
(including the military; in Brazil) still hold considerable sway o er
government policies.

The group's policy preference regarding_Latin American nonpro-
liferation was best summed up_ by one participant's cautious
directive, "steady as she goes.- This hands-off strategy might be
augmented, should the political hurdles to mutual inspections be
cleared; by the extension of US technical assistance in providing for
reliable safeguards_without compromising industrial secrets; Press-
ing Argentina and Brazil to adhere to the Treaty of Tlatelolco, it was
agreed, should constitute a key provision of the US nonprolifera-
tion approach hi Latin America;

Conclusion
Despite a reduction in the proliferation threat from Latin Ameri-

ca, the rift between the nonproliferafion regime and the problem
countries appears to have widened in recent years. The group had
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little expectation that the problem countries would soon embrace
comprehensive nonproliferation controk:However, many partici-
pants believed that the achievement of US-Soviet arms reductions
as mandated by the NPT and reduced US-Soviet regional tensions
would improve the atmosphere for discussions on this issue.

Addressing the motives for nuclear weapons programs in the
problem states, including regional security concerns, was seen as
another vital element in bridging the gap. Regional confidence-
building measures and variants of a nuclear weapons-free zone
(approaches that have met with some success in Latin America)
were deemed worthy of encouragementrecognizing certain qual-
ifications by some participants Somesroup members believed that
conventional arms transfers could mitigate the regional securiqi
concerns that prompt nations to develop nuclear arms. Others were
cautious on this point, stressins that US and Soviet conventional
arms transfers must display greater sensitivity to the effect of pro-
vocative weapon systems, especially potential nuclear delivery
systems, on the security of regional rivals.

Finally, group members tabled a range of mechanisms by which
the superpowers, through bilateral diplomacy, might influence nu-
clear developments in the problem states. Persuasion was seen as a
valuable and relatively cost-free tool, but the termination of eco-
nomic and military aid or the imposition of other sanctions as
means for altering problem-state behavior proved considerably
more contentious. Many in the group believed the nonproliferation
role of the superpowers remains restricted by two factors: the ten-
dency for nonproliferation efforts to be undercut by other foreign
policy concerns and the apparent double standard of nonprolifera-
tion initiatives _put forth by the world's foremost nuclear nations.
Accordingly, the group believed that the nonnuclear advanced in-
dustrial states, such as Sweden or japan; and developing countries
should be prodded to take a more prominent role in global nonpro-
liferation efforts.
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The Stanley Foundation, a private operating foundation,
dOeS hot proVide grants; A resource list is available.
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